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The failure behavior of intermittent jointed rocks is dependent on joint configurations. Joint 
inclination angle and continuity factor determined the joint arrangement in a rectangular 
numerical sample that was established by using the particle flow code approach. To 
identify the differences in the failure processes of identical intermittent jointed samples, 
uniaxial compressive and shear loads were applied on each sample. The crack growth 
path presented the four typical crack coalescence patterns identified via compressive 
and shear numerical tests. The crack coalescence pattern was associated with joint slant 
angle and continuity factor. The observed crack coalescence patterns of every sample 
with the same inclination angle and continuity factor were partially identical under 
compressive and shear loading. The differences in the crack patterns of the compressive 
and shear failure processes were described and compared. Typical compressive and shear 
failure processes were illustrated. Four compressive and three shear failure modes were 
identified. The cracking location and number of cracks in each failure mode were different. 
Additionally, the contact force evolution among particles during shear and compressive 
loading was different and likely accounted for the differences in cracking patterns. Under 
compressive or shear loading, the contact force concentration in each sample underwent 
the following stages: uniform distribution before loading, concentrated distribution, and 
scattered distribution after failure.

© 2018 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A natural rock mass is divided into rock blocks by various discontinuities, such as joints, bedding planes, and cleav-
ages. Therefore, a rock mass is a nonhomogeneous, anisotropic engineering geological body. The construction of tunnels, oil 
reservoirs, and nuclear waste storage caverns within weak rock masses encounters numerous engineering problems, such 
as rock falls, fissure water, and collapse. Given that discontinuities affect the stability of engineering structures, the me-
chanical behaviors of jointed rocks must be properly evaluated. Thus, numerous studies have been conducted to understand 
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the failure behaviors of fractured rocks or rock-like materials [1–6]. The mechanical behavior of jointed rocks depends on 
joint arrangements within samples. Joints randomly exist within natural rock masses. Therefore, the values of joint sets, 
lengths, and slant angles are difficult to determine in natural rock masses. Moreover, the mechanical behavior and rupture 
mechanism of rock masses are very complicated. Joint lengths, inclination angles, and sets are the most important factors 
that influence the mechanical behavior of fractured rocks. In the published reports [7–11], joint distribution is idealized 
to explore the relationship between joint geometries and strength, deformation, or failure mode. Moreover, the various 
combinations of joint inclination angles and joint sets could be carefully considered using synthetic samples. The greatest 
advantage of a synthetic rock-like sample is the introduction of desired flaws into the sample. Rock-like materials, like plas-
ter and cement, are popularly used to cast artificial rock samples given the similarity of their brittle properties with those 
of natural rocks [12–16]. Two or three flaws could be pre-fabricated during the casting of rock-like samples. Over the past 
decades, many innovative methods have been developed to create open flaws, such as the insertion of a thin iron sheet, 
mica, or paper, into the cast rock [9,10,12,13].

The influence of the joint inclination angle on compressive strength and cracking and the ratio of flaw length to sample 
size on cracking has been experimentally or numerically investigated [17–20]. With the development of hydraulic cutting 
technology, natural rocks could be prepared as prismatic or cylindrical samples, and then flaws are incised as planned 
by using a hydraulic cutter [21]. Flaw creation, done either through the insertion of a thin sheet or hydraulic cutting, 
crack initiation, propagation, and coalescence, are influenced by flaw configuration [22–25]. In experimental and numerical 
studies, cracking has been classified as shear, tensile, and wing cracks. Different cracking paths create various types of crack 
coalescence patterns. When two or three flaws are arranged within samples, crack coalescence patterns are simple relative 
to those in multi-jointed samples. Multi-jointed blocks are prepared to explore complicated cracking types and failure 
modes under uniaxial, biaxial, or triaxial loading condition [26–30]. Physical laboratory tests allow direct visual evaluation 
but often encounter discreteness in strength and manufacturer’s error and cannot measure internal stress. To overcome the 
disadvantages of laboratory tests, numerical approaches, including the distinct element method (DEM), have been developed 
to study fractured samples under compressive or shear loading [31–37]. DEM is used to complement physical tests. Using the 
particle flow code (PFC) approach, Zhang and Wong [38] measured stress distributions around an open flaw under uniaxial 
compression. Stress distribution is difficult to measure by using physical tests. Cao et al. [34] also established a multi-jointed 
bonded particle model to repeat the cracking process in physical tests and summarized the crack coalescence types.

A jointed rock is subjected not only to compressive stress but also to shear stress. The shear strength of a rock joint 
or a jointed rock is considerably lower than compressive strength. Thus, failure more easily occurs under shear load than 
under compressive load. Previous studies have revealed that the shear strength of continuous joints is related to joint surface 
roughness [39–43]. However, the factors that influence the shear behavior of intermittent joints are different from those that 
influence continuous joints. An intermittent joint can be classified as coplanar and non-coplanar based on shear direction. 
The shear strength and failure of intermittent joints are different [44,45]. The shear failure behavior of non-coplanar joints 
depends on the joint configurations and sets along the shear direction and the angle from the shear direction to the joints. 
In addition, cracks occur at joint tips, grow and finally coalesce with adjacent joint tips. To avoid bending moments, a 
normal load is applied on intermittent joints during shear loading. This process is similar to the shear test of continuous 
rock joints. However, normal stress exerts less influence on the shear strength of intermittent joints than on continuous rock 
joints. Experimental results show that shear strength strongly depends on joint space and orientation [45]. To investigate 
cracking under shear load, short flaws are arranged along the central shear axis. Gehle and Kutter [46] reported that initial 
crack orientation and normal stress are the most important parameters that influence the shear behavior of intermittent 
joints. The whole shear process comprises three basic phases, as identified by Gehle and Kutter [46]. Zhang et al. [47] and 
Liu et al. [48] utilized the Realistic Failure Process Analysis (RFPA) and PFC to establish a jointed model that contained 
several non-persistent joints with changing slant angle along the shear plane, respectively. Moreover, crack initiation and 
propagation under shear load were modeled.

As described above, joint geometries significantly influence the strength, deformation, and failure of jointed rocks. In ad-
dition, different loading methods cause different failure processes. In this study, PFC was used to construct jointed numerical 
specimens that contained multi-non-persistent joints. Shear and compressive loads were applied on numerical samples to 
identify differences among crack propagation, coalescence, and failure mode.

2. Establishment of numerical model

2.1. Joint configuration

In reference to Chen’s work [9], prismatic sample sizes were determined as 150 mm × 150 mm × 25 mm (length ×
height × width). Two geometrical parameters, joint inclination angle α and joint continuity factor k, were used to determine 
joint configurations. As shown in Fig. 1a, the origins of coordinates x1 o y1 and x2 o y2 were centered in the samples. The 
joint inclination angle was measured from the positive x-axis to the joint plane. The joint continuity factor was defined as 
the ratio of the total length of all joints on the same joint plane to the length of joint plane located within the sample. 
Fig. 1a shows an initial joint plane parallel to the x1-axis, i.e. α = 0◦ . The distance between two adjacent joint planes or 
two midpoints of any two adjacent joints on the same joint plane is maintained at 3 cm. The distance is represented using 
d as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the joint system [35].

Fig. 2. Illustration of the detailed joint configuration within the sample.

The midpoint of the central joint always corresponded to the origin of the coordinates and to the sample’s center. To 
create more slant joints, the x1 o y1 and x2 o y2 coordinates were rotated in a counterclockwise direction at an interval of 
15◦ to obtain joint inclination angles of 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ , 75◦ , and 90◦ . Fig. 1b shows the case where α = 15◦ . The joint 
continuity factor was set at 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The complete joint length L j for k = 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 was 12 mm, 18 mm, 
and 24 mm, respectively. Note that in the cases where α = 15◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , and 75◦ , even if the joint inclination angle was 
kept constant, joints that intersected the sample edge were left incomplete, i.e. these joints were partly located outside the 
sample. Each sample was designated by the combination of the slant angle and the continuity factor, α and k. For example, 
0-0.4 represents the sample with α = 0◦ and k = 0.4.

To better understand the failure behavior of the jointed model, the joints inside the sample are described in detail. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the joints located on the same joint plane in the x-direction were called line joints, whereas those located 
in the y-direction were called column joints. The gap between line joint planes was the line joint gap and that between 
column joints was the column joint gap. The connecting part between adjacent line joints was called the line joint ligament, 
whereas that between the column joints was called the column joint ligament.

2.2. Compressive and shear models

In this study, a parallel bond was used to create bonded particle models. Micro-parameter values were determined via 
a trial-and-error process. Based on the obtained mechanical parameters in a physical test [35], when the micro-parameter 
values listed in Table 1 were adopted in the bonded particle model, the uniaxial compressive strength and elastic modulus 
were approximately equivalent to those in Table 2. Thus, the intact numerical model that was established by adopting 
the values listed in Table 1 was further used to construct the jointed model. The bonded particle model consisted of 60,412 
particles. Based on the joint system described in Section 2.1, smooth-joint contact was adopted to the created joints. Further 
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Table 1
Micro-parameters adopted in the numerical model.

Minimum radius (mm) 0.85
Radius multiplier 1.66
Density (kg/m3) 1158.4
Particle friction coefficient 0.5
Contact Young’s modulus (GPa) 4.2
Ratio of normal to shear stiffness, kn/ks 2.5
Normal bond strength (MPa) 6.2
Standard deviation of normal bond strength (MPa) 1.24
Shear bond strength (MPa) 10.0
Standard deviation of shear bond strength (MPa) 2.0

Table 2
Experimental and numerical results for intact sample [35].

Experimental results Numerical results

Uniaxial compressive strength, σp (MPa) 8.27 8.24
Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 4.04 4.01

Fig. 3. Numerical jointed models (α = 15◦).

Fig. 4. Uniaxial compressive model.

details regarding the smooth joint are discussed in the PFC user’s manual [49]. The established jointed models are partly 
shown in Fig. 4. In the numerical models, bolded black lines represented the joints. As mentioned in Section 2.1, joint 
lengths varied in accordance with different continuity factors; meanwhile, the length of the line joint ligament changed 
with the value of k.

The uniaxial compressive test (UCT) and direct shear test (DST) were performed using the same numerical jointed model. 
In the uniaxial numerical test shown in Fig. 3, compressive loading was applied by moving rigid walls (W1 and W2). This 
loading pattern corresponded to the loading platens of a servo-control machine. In the shear numerical test, W5 and W6
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Fig. 5. Direct shear model.

Fig. 6. Crack coalescence patterns.

were kept constant, whereas W7 and W8 were moved in the shear direction under a normal stress (σn) of 0.5 MPa. The 
shear direction coincided with the compressive loading direction for the comparison of the failure process.

3. Failure characteristics

3.1. Crack coalescence

The crack growth path, which creates various crack coalescence patterns (CCP), is affected by the joint inclination angle, 
the continuity factor, and the loading direction. This study evidenced that cracks initiated at the joint tip in both compressive 
and shear simulations and then propagated toward the tip of the adjacent joint in the same column or on the same joint 
plane. The cracking path was carefully considered. However, the joint length and inclination angle were ignored during the 
identification of crack coalescence patterns due to variations in slant inclinations. Finally, four typical coalescence patterns 
were identified based on the crack growth path in numerical compressive and shear tests, as shown in Fig. 6.

CCP-I: in the same joint column, the crack initiates at the joint tip, then vertically propagates toward another joint tip 
located on the same side, and finally coalesces, as shown in Fig. 6a.

CCP-II: in two adjacent joint columns, the crack initiates at the joint tip, then propagates toward another joint tip located 
in an adjacent column on a different joint plane, and finally coalesces, as shown in Fig. 6b.

CCP-III: in the same joint column, the crack initiates at the joint tip, then transversely propagates toward another joint 
tip on the other side, and finally coalesces, as shown in Fig. 6c.

CCP-IV: On the same joint plane, the crack initiates at the joint tip and then propagates toward the adjacent joint tip on 
the same plane, as shown in Fig. 6d.

Among the four observed crack coalescence patterns, CCP-I and CCP-II occurred in the same joint column, CCP-II in two 
adjacent joint columns, and CCP-IV on the same joint plane. At the same k value, CCP-II and CCP-III passed through a growth 
path that was longer than those of CCP-I and CCP-IV. The four crack coalescence patterns observed under compressive and 
shear loading are summarized in Table 3. Some cracks did not coalesce prior to peak strength but during residual stage; thus, 
the crack coalescence patterns of each sample are summarized before axial or shear stress reached the residual moment 
of the compressive stress–strain or shear stress–shear displacement curve. This phenomenon is called initial residual stage. 
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Table 3
Summary of crack coalescence patterns in compressive and shear tests.

Sample ID UCT DST

CCP-I CCP-II CCP-III CCP-IV CCP-I CCP-II CCP-III CCP-IV

0-0.4 � � �

0-0.6 � � �

0-0.8 � � � �

15-0.4 � � �

15-0.6 � � � �

15-0.8 � � �

30-0.4 � � � � � �

30-0.6 � � � � �

30-0.8 � � �

45-0.4 � � �

45-0.6 � �

45-0.8 � � �

60-0.4 � �

60-0.6 � �

60-0.8 � �

75-0.4 � � �

75-0.6 � � � �

75-0.8 � �

90-0.4 � �

90-0.6 � �

90-0.8 � �

The results of the compressive test indicated that the crack coalescence pattern is related to the joint inclination angle. 
The crack coalescence patterns were similar for samples with the same α. When α = 0◦ , 15◦ , and 30◦ , CCP-I and CCP-II 
were the main joint-connecting types. CCP-III was observed in a few samples, including 30-0.4, 30-0.6, and 45-0.4. CCP-IV 
was observed only in samples with higher inclination angles of 45◦ to 90◦ . In the shear test, CCP-I and CCP-II were mainly 
observed in samples with inclination angles of 15◦ to 75◦ . CCP-III occurred in the failure process of 0◦ , 30◦ , and 75◦
samples. CCP-IV occurred in 90◦ samples, as well as in samples 0-0.8 and 75-0.8. Sample 0-0.8 was an exception. Given that 
the line joint ligament of this sample was only 6 mm, the crack run through the line joint ligament easily under accessional 
compressive stress from the shear-loading wall. As a matter of fact, crack coalescence is influenced by the loading direction. 
CCP-IV occurred when the joint inclination angle from the loading direction to the joint plane was small, for example, in 
90◦ samples. The relative location between the joint and shear plane significantly influences the cracking path. CCP-III and 
CCP-IV occurred when joints were regularly arranged on the joint plane, such as in 45◦ and 90◦ samples. As summarized 
in Table 3, most samples exhibited one or two crack coalescence patterns; however, some samples exhibited all three 
patterns. For one sample with the same α and k values, such as 15◦ , 30◦ , and 90◦ samples, identical crack coalescence 
patterns were observed under compressive and shear loading. Additionally, due to the loading difference, a completely 
different cracking path occurred in 45◦ and 60◦ samples. Although different loadings may create various crack coalescence 
patterns, the crack coalescence pattern is generally the same for samples with identical inclination angles, except for sample 
45-0.4.

3.2. Compressive failure process

As described above, the crack propagation path and coalescence were dependent on the joint configurations. To describe 
the typical compressive failure processes, four samples were selected based on their crack propagation and coalescence 
patterns. In the compressive test of jointed rocks, cracking was not obvious during the early stage of loading. Therefore, the 
failure process close to peak uniaxial stress (σp) was carefully considered. Three critical rupturing moments, 0.9σp, σp, and 
initial residual, represented the failure process. Each rupturing moment that corresponded to the axial stress was marked on 
the compressive stress–strain curve with A (0.9σp), B (σp), and C (initial residual moment). The axial stress of each sample 
was normalized to improve the comparison between samples.

In the bonded particle model, when the local stress applying on the parallel bond exceeds the shear bond strength 
in the shear direction or the normal bond strength in the normal direction, the parallel bond ruptures. The shear and 
normal bond strength are pre-determined during the establishment of the numerical model. Each bond rupture creates 
one micro-crack. The location of the ruptured parallel bond is marked in red color. The majority of the micro-cracks form 
macro-cracks. Fig. 7 shows the compressive failure of sample 0-0.6. Referring to Fig. 7a, at 0.9σp, the micro-cracks were 
scattered throughout the gaps of the column joints. This finding demonstrated that particle bonds began rupturing. However, 
cracking was inconspicuous. Comparing Fig. 7c with Fig. 7b revealed that cracks dramatically developed from 0.9σp to σp. 
Therefore, at σp, cracks initiated at joint tips and propagated in the direction perpendicular to the line joint plane. Axial 
stress reached the peak value, but few connecting joints, which meant that the neighbor joints were connected by crack, 
were present. As loading continued after σp, more cracks distinctly coalesced, in a fashion similar to CCP-I and CCP-II, as 
shown in Fig. 7d. Comparing Fig. 7c with Fig. 7d showed that the crack quickly coalesced from σp to the initial residual 
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Fig. 7. Compressive failure process for sample 0-0.6.

Fig. 8. Compressive failure process for sample 30-0.4.

Fig. 9. Compressive failure process for sample 45-0.6.

moment. However, crack coalescence was seldom observed before σp. Fig. 7 shows that cracks finally coalesced in the 
column joint gaps. The failure mode illustrated by sample 0-0.6 is called vertical cleavage failure (compressive failure mode 
I, CFM-I) and was observed only in 0◦ samples. In this failure mode, cracks finally ran through the samples in the vertical 
direction if the load continued in the residual stage.

Fig. 8 shows the compressive failure process of sample 30-0.4. Combining the compressive stress–strain curve (Fig. 8a) at 
0.9σp, cracks initiated at one tip of the joint, whereas some initiated at both joint tips, as shown in Fig. 8b. Crack initiation 
was more noticeable than that shown in Fig. 7b. At σp, cracks continued to initiate and propagate, and several cracks 
coalesced from 0.9σp to σp, as shown in Fig. 8c. After peak strength, crack coalescence continued to develop, as shown in 
Fig. 8d. CCP-I, CCP-II, and CCP-III were observed throughout the whole cracking process. CCP-II and CCP-III were the main 
crack coalescence types. The failure process illustrated in Fig. 8 is called slant cleavage failure (compressive failure mode II, 
CFM-II) and was mainly observed in 15◦ and 30◦ samples and in sample 45-0.4.

Fig. 9 shows the compressive failure of sample 45-0.6. Combining the compressive stress–strain curve (Fig. 9a), at 0.9σp, 
micro-cracks were concentrated at joint tips. At σp, more micro-cracks were mainly located at the line joint ligaments; 
moreover, many line joints were connected in the way of CCP-IV; therefore, cracks directly coalesced on some joint planes 
due to the slide along the slant joint plane. The crack growth path was not analogous to that shown in Figs. 7c and 8c. In 
addition, some cracks propagated toward the adjacent joint plane, and the upper block may slide along the rupturing line 
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Fig. 10. Compressive failure process for sample 90-0.8.

Fig. 11. Shear failure process for sample 0-0.4.

joint plane in the residual stage (see Fig. 9d). The failure process shown in Fig. 9 was observed in samples with high slant 
angles of 45◦ , 60◦ , and 75◦ except in sample 45-0.4. The failure process is called plane failure (compressive failure mode III, 
CFM-III).

Fig. 10 shows the compressive failure of sample 90-0.8. Referring to Fig. 10a, at 0.9σp, micro-cracks were sporadically 
distributed in the sample as shown in Fig. 10b. Moreover, micro-cracks were yet to concentrate at the top and bottom ends 
of the sample close to the loading walls (see Fig. 10(c)). Unlike the aforementioned compressive failure process, no distinct 
crack initiation and propagation were observed at σp. After σp, due to lateral dilation under uniaxial compressive stress, 
dilation in the side direction caused some joint plane failures (see Fig. 10d). Given the concentration of compressive stress 
at sample ends, the 90◦ samples first failed at the ends. This failure behavior illustrated in Fig. 10 is called end compressive 
failure (compressive failure mode IV, CFM-IV), which only occurred in 90◦ samples.

Micro-cracks were mainly generated in the early stage of compressive loading. In most cases of compressive tests, crack 
initiation was not obvious before 0.9σp but mainly occurred after 0.9σp. When α = 15◦ , 30◦ , and 45◦ (k = 0.4), crack 
initiation at the joint tip was easily observed. At the peak compressive stress, crack propagation became dramatic and some 
cracks coalesced. Although some cracks coalesced from 0.9σp to σp, cracks mainly coalesced after peak strength. According 
to the four types of failure processes, crack propagation and coalescence are largely depending on joint inclination. Four 
compressive failure modes were identified among all samples. Generally, samples with the same inclination angle, except 
for 45-0.4, exhibited the same failure mode.

3.3. Shear failure process

As shown in Fig. 5, a direct shear test was performed on the jointed samples with the same joint arrangement under 
compressive loading. Shear stress was normalized similar to the axial compressive stress. Similar to the compressive test, 
three loading points close to the peak shear stress (τp), 0.9τp, τp, and the initial residual moment, were selected to represent 
the shear failure process. Fig. 11 shows the shear failure process of sample 0-0.4. Referring to Fig. 11a, at 0.9τp, the crack 
initiated at the joint tips that intersected the shear plane and then propagated toward the adjacent joint tip in the same 
column. At τp, a few cracks coalesced between the vertical adjacent joints in the way of the CCP-III, but more cracks 
completely coalesced after τp. As shown in Figs. 11b–c, cracking only occurred in the column joints that intersected the 
shear plane and was barely observed in other column joints. This shear failure behavior was only observed in 0◦ and 
45◦ samples, in which three or five joints were arranged in order across the shear plane. Shear load caused the crack to 
propagate near the shear plane. Given the difference between the joint inclination angles, the crack coalescence of the 45◦
sample was identified as CCP-II, whereas that of the 0◦ sample was CCP-IV. This shear failure process is called connecting 
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Fig. 12. Shear failure process for sample 30-0.4.

Fig. 13. Shear failure process for sample 60-0.8.

Fig. 14. Shear failure process for sample 90-0.4.

joint failure (shear failure mode I, SFM-I). The middle column joints were subjected to shear load; even if the shear load 
was applied across the midpoints of the middle column joints, cracks still initiated at the joint tips but not at the joint 
midpoint. In addition, no cracks occurred in the other column joints.

Fig. 12 shows the shear failure process of sample 30-0.4. Referring to Fig. 12(a), at 0.9τp, rupture initially occurred 
close to the loading wall, as shown in Fig. 12b, and scattered micro-cracks were observed along the shear direction. At 
τp, one crack coalesced in the way of CCP-II. As loading continued, CCP-I, CCP-II, and CCP-III were observed at the point 
prior to the residual stage. Though the observed crack coalescence patterns were analogous to those shown in Fig. 8, the 
locations of cracking coalescence were different; that is, cracks coalesced close to the shear plane under shear loading, 
whereas cracks coalesced throughout the whole sample under compressive loading. The described shear failure process was 
mostly observed and mainly occurred in 15◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , and 75◦ samples except for those with k = 0.8. Fig. 13 shows the 
shear failure process of sample 60-0.8. Referring to Fig. 13a, at 0.9τp, rupture initially occurred at the initial loading point 
(Fig. 13(b)). At τp, cracks propagated approximately perpendicular to the joint plane (see Fig. 13c), i.e. in a column joint 
gap, and coalesced in the way shown in Fig. 13d. When k = 0.8, the described failure process occurred in 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ , and 
60◦ samples. The failure process shown in Figs. 12 and 13 is called non-shear plane failure (shear failure mode II, SFM-II).

Fig. 14 shows the shear failure process of sample 90-0.4. Combining the shear stress–shear displacement curve (Fig. 14a), 
as shown in Fig. 14b, shear failure initially occurred at two ends of the middle joint plane (see Fig. 14b). Furthermore, the 
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crack directly propagated along the shear plane and finally coalesced in the joint plane in the way of CCP-IV (see Figs. 14c 
and d). Given that the shear plane coincided with the middle joint plane, cracking only occurred on the shear plane. A high 
k value facilitated the failure process. The described failure was observed in 90◦ samples and sample 75-0.8. The failure 
process shown in Fig. 14 is called co-shear plane failure (shear failure mode III, SFM-III).

Cracking was not obvious during the early stage of shear loading. Cracks only occurred near or along the shear plane 
in 0◦ , 45◦ , and 90◦ samples. For other samples, cracks ran through the column joint gaps. Three shear failure modes were 
identified based on the cracking location. Although joint arrangements were the same, cracking processes were different 
under compressive and shear loading due to different loading processes. Rupture occurred within the whole sample under 
compressive loading and close to the shear plane under shear loading. An accessional compressive effect existed under 
shear loading; thus, some cracking growths like those under compressive loading were observed; for instance, that shown in 
Figs. 12 and 13. The angle between the shear loading direction and the joint plane differed from that between compressive 
loading direction and joint plane. The difference between compressive and shear failure will be compared in the following 
section.

3.4. Comparison of shear and compressive failure

The compressive and shear failure processes of samples with the same joint arrangement are different. Usually, the 
compressive or shear failure modes of the samples with identical slant angles are the same. Thus, one failure case for 
α = 0◦ , 15◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90 and two failure cases for α = 45◦ and 75◦ were selected for the comparison of final com-
pressive and shear failure. As shown in Figs. 15a1 and a2, when α = 0◦ , the loading direction was perpendicular to the 
joint plane, and the compressive and failure processes were completely different. Crack initiation and propagation occurred 
at most joints under compressive loading, but occurred only at the middle column joints under shear loading. The crack 
coalescence patterns were also different. CCP-I and CCP-II were observed during compressive failure, whereas CCP-III was 
the only coalescence pattern observed during shear failure. As shown in Figs. 15(b1) and (b2), when α = 15◦ , CCP-I and 
CCP-II were observed during compressive and shear failure; however, more cracks were generated during compressive fail-
ure than during shear and cracking locations varied. When α = 30◦ , CCP-I, CCP-II, and CCP-III were all observed during 
compressive and shear failure as listed in Table 3. Although cracking locations varied, however, the crack growth path was 
similar, as shown in Figs. 15c1 and c2. When α = 45◦ , the compressive failure mode for sample 45-0.4 differed from those 
of samples 45-0.6 and 45-0.8; in contrast, the shear failure mode was the same for all 45◦ samples, just like 0◦ samples. 
Cracking pattern during compressive and shear failure were different, just like 0◦ samples. Compressive failure in sample 
45-0.4 resulted from CCP-III and from CCP-IV in samples 45-0.6 and 45-0.8. In 45◦ samples, shear failure resulted from 
CCP-II (see Figs. 15d1 and d2, and Figs. 15e1 and e2). When α = 60◦ , the sample slides along the line joint plane under 
compressive stress and failed in CFM-III. Under shear load, the crack grew across the joint planes; however, the combi-
nation of joint and crack did not completely run through the sample. As shown in Figs. 15f1 and f2, the crack growth 
paths were completely different in compressive and shear failure. When α = 75◦ , compressive failure extended along the 
joint plane for samples with different continuity factors (Fig. 15g1); on the contrary, for samples 75-0.4 and 75-0.6, the 
shear failure shown in Fig. 15g2 resulted from CCP-II and CCP-III. For sample 75-0.8, as shown in Figs. 15(h1) and (h2), 
failure occurred along the joint plane under compressive and shear loading due to the small angle between the loading 
direction and joint plane, and the short distance between adjacent joints on same plane. When α = 90◦ , under uniax-
ial compression, the sample dilated in the side direction, and joints on the same joint plane connected with each other 
(Fig. 15i1). Basically, the joint-connecting behavior may occur on several joint planes. But under direct shear load, shear 
failure merely occurred on the middle joint plane (Fig. 15i2), i.e. the sample was cut into the upper and lower blocks 
along the middle joint plane. The upper block slides along the failure plane. In the previous studies, although the joint 
arrangement was the same, compressive and shear failure differed in (a) crack number and location and (b) crack coa-
lescence patterns. In (a), cracks were generated at any location under compressive loading, whereas cracks were close to 
the shear plane under shear loading, particularly when the angle between the joint plane and shear direction was very 
small, for example, in 75-0.8 and 90◦ samples. The whole sample cross section was subjected to stress under compres-
sive loading, whereas the shear plane was subjected to shear stress and an accessional stress from the loading wall. In 
(b), crack coalescence patterns were completely different for 0◦ , 45◦ , and 75◦ samples except for sample 75-0.8. However, 
the crack coalescence patterns were the same or similar for 15◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦ samples under compressive and shear 
loading.

3.5. Contact force evolution during compressive and shear loading process

In the PFC model, due to particles movement under outside loading, a force exists on the bond between particles. This 
force is called contact force. The contact force is represented using short lines. Before loading, the contact force is uniformly 
distributed within samples but changes during loading. In this section, the evolution of the contact force during typical fail-
ure processes under compressive and shear loading is analyzed. The contact force at four critical moments—before loading, 
50% of peak strength (0.5σp or 0.5τp), peak strength (σp or τp), and the point reaching the residual stage—represents the 
changes during the entirety of the loading process.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of final failure status under compressive and shear loading.
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Fig. 15. (continued)

Fig. 16. Contact force evolution during compressive and shear loading for sample 0-0.6.

Fig. 16 shows the contact force evolution of sample 0-0.6 under compressive and shear loading. As mentioned above and 
as shown in Figs. 16a1 and a2 and Figs. 17 to 19, regardless of compressive or shear load, the contact force was uniformly 
distributed before loading. When loaded at 0.5σp or 0.5τp, the contact force was gradually and intensively distributed, as 
shown in Figs. 16b1 and b2. The contact force distribution under compressive or shear loading was distinctly different. 
A contact force was applied in the column joint gaps under compression but localized at line joint ligaments on the same 
plane and close to the loading walls where shear failure first occurred. Referring to Fig. 5, W5 and W8 compressed the 
particle assembly and the contact force was concentrated near the two walls. However, the contact force never concentrated 
near W6 and W7. This phenomenon was observed for all samples under shear loading. At peak strength, the contact force 
under compression shown in Fig. 16c1 becomes scattered relative to Fig. 16b1; at this point, some cracks propagated, 
whereas others coalesced. Under shear loading, the contact force is mainly concentrated close to the shear plane (Fig. 16c2) 
and cracks were extensively created as shown in Fig. 11c. Cracks occurred where the contact force was mostly concentrated. 
At an initial residual point, the contact force was scattered except at some joint ligaments due to crack coalescence (see 
Figs. 16d1 and d2).

Fig. 17 shows the contact force evolution of sample 30-0.4 during compressive and shear failure. The contact force 
distribution in this sample was identical to that in sample 0-0.6 before loading (see Figs. 18a1 and a2). The same rule was 
found for all samples and will not be repeatedly described. Under 0.5σp or 0.5τp, the contact force was distributed nearly 
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Fig. 17. Contact force evolution during compressive and shear loading for sample 30-0.4.

Fig. 18. Contact force evolution during compressive and shear loading for sample 60-0.8.

around all joint tips in the compressive case, whereas contact forces in shear are mainly distributed close to the loading 
walls and in the gaps between joint columns (see Figs. 17b1 and b2). At this moment, the crack was hardly initiated. At 
peak strength, the contact force was still concentrated at joint tips, but the degree of concentration became less intensive 
(see Figs. 17c1 and c2). Cracking occurred at the location where the contact force was concentrated. As cracking continued, 
the contact force became scattered (see Figs. 17d1 and d2).

Fig. 18 shows the contact force evolution of sample 60-0.8 under compressive and shear loading. At 0.5σp or 0.5τp, the 
contact force was distributed at joint tips under compressive loading, as shown in Fig. 18b1, and at the joint ligaments in the 
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Fig. 19. Contact force evolution during compressive and shear loading for sample 90-0.4.

joint plane under shear loading, as shown in Fig. 18b2. At peak strength, contact force under compression was concentrated 
in the line joint gaps (Figs. 18c1 and c2); therefore, cracks coalesced on the joint plane. This change accounted for the plane 
failure shown in Figs. 9c and 15e1–h1. Under shear loading, the contact force was concentrated at line and column joint 
ligaments. This change corresponds to the shear failure shown in Fig. 13d. At the initial residual moment, the contact force 
became scattered under compressive and shear loading (Figs. 18d1 and d2).

Fig. 19 shows the contact force evolution of sample 90-0.4. At 0.5σp or 0.5τp, the contact force distributed under com-
pressive (see Fig. 19b1) loading was different from that under shear loading (see Fig. 19b2). Moreover, the contact force 
differed from that described above. Under compressive loading, the contact force was not distributed at the joint tips, but 
nearly throughout the whole sample. At and after peak strength, the contact force was distributed close to the loading wall 
to some degree (Figs. 19c1 and c2). This situation accounted for the rupture of sample ends shown in Fig. 10c. At 0.5τp, the 
contact force was not concentrated at joint tips. This distribution was vastly different from that described in samples under 
shear loading. From τp to the initial residual moment, the contact force was intensively distributed along the shear plane, 
as shown in Figs. 19c2 and d2. This distribution pattern accounted for failure along the shear plane, as shown in Fig. 14b.

Contact force distribution varied due to different loading methods. The contact force concentration location was related 
to the loading method and joint arrangement. Usually, the contact force was concentrated at the joint ligament. Cracks 
initiated and propagated at the location of contact force concentration. Contact force evolution was completely different 
under compressive and shear loading. The contact force was partially concentrated under shear loading, especially close to 
the shear plane, but concentrated in the whole jointed sample under compressive loading. Regardless of whether under 
compressive or shear loading, the contact force distribution was uniform before loading, then concentrated, and finally 
scattered after failure.

4. Conclusions

(1) Four crack coalescence patterns were observed during compressive and shear tests. Generally, each sample exhibited 
one or two crack coalescence patterns. Three crack coalescence patterns were observed in some samples, such as in 30-0.4 
and 30-0.6 under compressive loading and in 75-0.6 under shear loading. The pattern of crack coalescence was mainly 
related to the joint inclination angle. In most cases, the observed crack coalescence patterns under compressive loading 
were different from those under shear loading. The same crack coalescence pattern was observed in the 30◦ and 90◦
samples.

(2) Four compressive failure modes, namely, vertical cleavage, slant cleavage, plane, and end compressive, were identified. 
Failure modes were closely related to the joint inclination angle; generally, samples with equivalent slant angles failed in 
the same mode except for sample 45-0.4. A high k value facilitated compression failure in samples with the same slant 
angle
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(3) Three shear failure modes, namely, connecting joint intersecting shear plane, non-shear plane, and co-shear plane, 
were identified. Shear failure modes were associated with joint arrangement on the shear plane. A small angle between 
shear direction and joint increases the shear failure rate. A high k value facilitated shear failure with the same slant angle.

(4) Comparing compressive and shear failure revealed that both loading methods differed in terms of cracking location 
and number of cracks. More cracks and cracking locations were generated in compressive failure than in shear failure. All 
samples failed in different modes except for sample 75-0.8, which failed along the joint plane in compressive and shear 
failure.

(5) Irrespective of whether under compressive or shear loading, the contact force exhibited three stages: uniform dis-
tribution before loading, concentrated distribution, and scattered distribution after failure. All samples exhibited different 
contact force evolution patterns under compressive and shear loading. The concentrated locations of the contact force were 
related to the loading method and the joint configuration.
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